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Atomic   clusters   are   attractive   candidates   for   building  motifs   for   new   nano­
assembled materials with desirable properties. At this nano­regime of matter, the size, 
shape,  and  composition  of  clusters  changes   their  electronic   structure  and hence   their 
properties. Computational modeling must work hand in hand with experiment to provide 
robust descriptions  of  the geometries  and energetics  of atomic clusters  and how they 
might  behave   in  a  nano­assembled  material.  To  this  end,  we have   investigated   three 
distinct species as model systems: antimony oxides SbxOy (x = 1, 2; y = 0 ­ 3), metal ion­
solvent complexes Mm(NH3)n (M = Bi, Pb; m = 1 ­ 2, n = 0 ­ 4), and quantum dots Z10H16 
(Z   =   Si,   Ge)   and  β­Sn12H24.   Their   geometries   and   electronic   structures   have   been 
determined using gradient­corrected density functional theory. The relative stabilities for 
antimony oxides have been examined by the respective comparison of highest­occupied 
and   lowest­unoccupied   molecular   orbital   (HOMO­LUMO)   gaps   and   atomization 
energies.   The   superior   electronic   stability   of   Sb2O3  is   indicated   by   its   closed   shell 
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CEP basis   sets   and   the  B3LYP  functional  over  other  DFT computational   routes   for 
clusters containing elements beyond the third row.  Throughout, the results correlate well 



























slowly   and   smoothly.  Humanity   is   quickly   approaching   the   limit   on   fulfilling   these 




material.   Second   generation   thin­film,   exotic   material   technologies   drive   down   the 
production cost by spreading a thin amount over a glass substrate. However, this method 
also   lowers   the  maximum  possible   efficiency   considerably;   the  National  Renewable 
Energy Lab (NREL) holds the record for 20% conversion efficiency for Cu(In,Ga)Se2 




3Nanoscience   is   the   design   and   construction   of   materials   from   synthetic, 
nanometer­sized   particles.   These   so­called   nanoparticles   and   atomic   clusters   possess 
properties   that   are   size   (i.e.,   number   of   atoms),   shape   (i.e.,   how   those   atoms   are 







criteria,  quantum dots are attractive candidates  for third generation solar cell  devices. 
Quantum confinement makes optical and transport properties size and spacing dependent, 
thus  a  material  comprised of  quantum dots  on a  substrate   lattice  would have a band 
structure   tunable  to   the needs  of  the device.  Novel  quantum dot  solar  cells  have  the 
potential to achieve a conversion efficiency of 66% [2].






4eye glasses, long­lasting sunscreen,  anti­microbial  food packaging,  all  these consumer 










principles   of   PES,   as   well   as   a   description   of   the   experimental   procedure   of   our 
collaborators   in   the   Castleman  Group   of   The   Pennsylvania   State   University.   They 
produced the PES spectra and velocity map images (angle­resolved PES) which I will be 
presenting to prove the validity of my method and to visually enhance the description of 
my theoretical   results.   In Ch. 2,  I  will  begin with a general   introduction  to  ab  initio 
methods  and  the  advantages  of  DFT over  others.  Next   I  will  explain   the  underlying 
principles of DFT, as well as the functionals, basis sets, and software packages that set 
different DFT methods apart.
Three studies on atomic  clusters  comprise  the essence of  this   thesis.  The first 
study presented focuses on the selected antimony oxide clusters  Sb2,  SbO, SbO2,  and 
5Sb2O3.   The   relevance   of   each   chosen   size   will   be   explained.   The   geometries   and 
energetics of each will be compared to higher level ab initio theory or PES experiment or 
both.  Relative  stabilities  will  be discussed using atomization  energies,  closed­  versus 
open­shell structure, and HL­gaps as markers. The second study pertains to metal ion­
solvent energetics of Bim and Pbm solvated in (NH3)n  where n = 0 ­ 4 and 0 ­ 3 for m = 1 
and 2, respectively.  The commercial  appeal  of the metals  and solvent chosen will  be 








for each approximant:  H­ and OH­ terminated Si10,  Ge10,  and Sn12.  The average bond 
lengths   from   each   route  will   be   compared   to   a   high­level   reference   route   and   the 
experimental   value.   Density   of   states   will   be   presented   for   each   H­terminated 
approximant   as   obtained  by   the  high­level   reference   route   and   the  determined  most 
accurate and efficient method.
61.2 Calculating Properties of Clusters






The   density   functional   formalism   has   been   the   vehicle   of   this   exploration. 
Computational  modeling  with a high degree of accuracy  determines  the properties of 
atomic   clusters   and   nanoparticle   candidates.  Modeling   complements   experiment   by 
revealing otherwise unobservable, fundamental information such as the cluster's physical 
geometry and total energy for a specified charge state and spin multiplicity.





AEA= EGSA − EGSN .
A similar property is the ionization potential IP, the difference in energy between the 
ground state neutral and the ground state cation: 
7IP = EGSN − EGSC .
The electron binding energy eBE is the energy required to remove an electron 
from its atomic or molecular orbital. Here it is calculated from the ground state anion 
with spin multiplicity  M. Also called  vertical  detachment  energy VDE within cluster 
theory, one is calculated for each possible spin multiplicity the transition to a neutral state 
could result in (M ± 1): 










of  density   functional   theory  are   the  atomization  energy  and   the   incremental  binding 
energy.  A   bound   system   has   a   lower   potential   energy   than   the   sum   energy   of   the 
individual  parts;   this   is  what  holds  molecules  and  clusters   together.  The  atomization 




xAyB  xA yB
Then Eatom is given by 
Eatom =




xAzL  xA z−1L  L ,
one calculates the incremental binding energy IBE: 














geometric   and   electronic   structure   of   atomic   clusters   than   would   be   possible   with 
experiment  alone.   In  particular,  photoelectron  spectroscopy  (PES) probes   the  valence 
band structure of gas phase clusters with superior sensitivity. 


































photoelectron   kinetic   energy   and   thus   enhanced   sensitivity   and   spectral   resolution. 
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robust descriptions  of  the photoelectron angular  distribution  (PAD) in addition to   the 
kinetic energy distribution. A plane­polarized radiation source enables determination of 
the photoelectrons' detachment angles with respect to the direction of laser polarization. 
The  asymmetry  parameter,   ,   describes   the  anisotropy  of   the  PAD,  or   lack   thereof.β  
Distributions with respect to the axis of the light polarization can be parallel (  = 2),β  
perpendicular   (   =   ­1),   or   isotropic   (   =   0).  Most   likely,   the   PAD  will   be   someβ β  
combination thereof, corresponding to a   somewhere between those ranges. β
Whereas   the   kinetic   energy   distribution   reveals   the   energetics   of   the 
photodetachment process, PADs are dependent upon the precursor molecular orbital and 
the outgoing partial wave composition [8]. For detachment from an atomic orbital, the 




I  =  4 [1   32 cos2 − 12 ]
12
where  σ  is   the   total   detachment   cross   section,  θ  is   the   angle   between   the   laser 
polarization   and   the   photoelectron's   velocity   vector.   This   formula   also   holds   for 
molecules when averaging over all possible rotational orientations [9].
The A.W. Castleman Jr. group at The Pennsylvania State University investigates 
the  geometric   and electronic   stabilities  of   ionic  clusters  with   radiation   in   the  visible 
range. Their molecular beam apparatus, shown in Figure 1.1, is comprised of a magnetic 
bottle photoelectron spectrometer coupled to a time­of­flight mass spectrometer. This set­





Samples   are   formed   in   a   laser­induced   plasma   source  with   a   supersonic   jet 















(Figure  A,  Zone  #1).  The mass  spectrometer  measures   the   relative   intensities  of   the 
clusters   by   their  mass­to­charge   ratio.  Mass   selectivity  with   this   device   ensures   the 





























Ψ  contains   all   the   possible   information   about   a   system.  Operating   on  Ψ  yields   an 
eigenvalue,   the  value of   the  observable  which   the  particular  operator   represents.  The 
hamiltonian   of   the   time­independent   Schrödinger's   equation   contains   three   such 
operators: 
H∣〉 = T  V  U∣ 〉 = E∣ 〉
the kinetic energy operator   T ,  the potential  energy operator   V , and the Coulomb or 
electron­electron  interaction  energy operator   U .  Together,   these operators  act  on  the 




Under   the  Born­Oppenheimer   approximation,   one   reduces   the   number   of 






















the   complexity   of   the   time­independent   Schrodinger's   equation   for   more   than   one 
electron 
[∑i
N −ℏ2∇ i22m   ri∑i j U  r i , r j] r1 , r2 ,... , rN =E  r1 , r2 , ... , rN 
17
necessitates  an alternative approach.  Specifically,   the Coulomb operator   U   (the third 
term in the above equation) is where the exact solution of SE becomes insurmountable 
for the many­body problem.
Scientists  over  the years have developed a  mélange  of methods  to bypass  the 
exact solution of Schrödinger's equation yet sufficiently approximate QM observables. 
These methods include perturbation theory (such as MP2), configuration interaction (CI), 

















processing   expense  with   all   computational  methods.  This   is   not   necessarily   a   linear 
proportionality.  Methods that   require much more computational  power do not always 
deliver a significantly higher amount of accuracy. Just as a hypothesis is only as useful as 
its   testability,   calculations   can   only   be   validated   to   the   extent   of   the   experimental 
observability. Barring that option, accuracy can only be analyzed by relative comparison 
to other theoretical methods. It is here where  ab initio methods are superior over their 
semi­empirical  cousins;   their   results  can be systematically   improved so  their   level  of 
quality is easily assessed [20].
Out   of   the   three  ab   initio  methods  mentioned,   the  most   versatile   is   density 
functional   theory   (DFT).   In   its  most  widely   used   form,  DFT   shifts   the  many­body 




Kohn   theorems   determine   the   true   ground   state   density   and   in   principle   all   other 
observables.   In   the   absence   of   strong   correlations,   the  Kohn­Sham   eigenvalues   are 






body   systems   applies   to   any   system   of   interacting   particles  moving   in   an   external 
potential [20]. The first HK theorem states that the external potential  v(r) is determined 






O0 =O [n0] = 〈 [n0] ∣ O ∣[ n0] 〉
The   second  HK  theorem   follows   that   one   such   observable,   the   ground   state 
energy, can be defined as a universal functional valid for any  v(r):
E [n0] = T [n0]U [n0]V [n0] = T [n0]U [ n0]∫d 3r n0  r r  .
Then the exact ground state energy is just the global minimum of this functional for any 










n0 r  ⇒ E [n0] ⇒ vary  r ⇒ E , 0
For subsequent geometry optimizations, the nuclear degrees of freedom such as the bond 
lengths or angles between atoms in a molecule are varied by varying the potential  v(r) 













[−ℏ2∇ 22m  r H  r ]iHF  r  − q2∫ d 3r '  r , r ' ∣r−r '∣ iHF r '  = iHFiHF  r ' 
within   the  HF model  proceeds  by  initializing   the  determinant  wavefunction     (γ r,  r') 


















correlation   in   the  hamiltonian  while   still   taking  advantage  of   single­particle  orbitals. 
Kohn and Sham formulated the exact total energy functional 
E [n] = T [ n]U [n]V [n] = T s [{i [n]}]UH [n ]E xc [n]V [n]







* r ∇ 2i r 
 and through them, an implicit functional of the density. The Coulomb interaction energy 
is approximated as the classical electrostatic Hartree energy [16]:
U [n ]≈ UH [n] =
q2
2 ∫ d














n  r 

V [n ]
n  r 

U H [n]
n  r 





 n  r
 r H  r xc r 
to its minimization condition for a noninteracting system
0 =
 E s[n ]
n  r 
=
T s[n ]






n  r 
 s r  .
23
These  differential   equations   show  that   the   solution   for  both  will   be   the   same  if   the 
effective potential vs is chosen to be [16]
s r  =  r  H  r   xc  r  .
Incorporating  all   the  difficult  many­body   terms   into  vs  ,   the   auxiliary  noninteracting 
hamiltonian may act on single­particle (KS) orbitals





































exact   energy   functional,   however  the   explicit  Exc  functional   is   unknown.   Instead, 
approximate  functionals  are  employed to calculate   the  total  energy.  Two widely­used 
25











LSDA [n , n ]=∫ d3 r n  r xchomn  r , n  r .
The limitations and successes of the LSDA are grounded in its assumption of the 
density   as   slowly  varying.  Unlike   in   the  HF  method  where   the  cancellation  of   self­










GGA [n , n ]=∫ d 3r n r  xc n , n ,∣∇ n∣,∣∇ n∣,...
≡∫ d3 r n  r xhomn Fxc n , n ,∣∇ n∣,∣∇ n∣,... .
Here  x













Fc.  For   instance,  Becke   (B88­GGA) chose  Fx  with  empirical  coefficients   to  give   the 
correct  exchange  energy  density   x .  Perdew and Wang's   (PW91)  GGA satisfies   the 
Lieb­Oxford   bound   and   contains   a   non­uniform   scaling   condition   (with   coefficients 
derived from Monte Carlo data) to reproduce the correct exchange in the high gradient 
limit [20]. Alternatively, the numerical parameterization of Perdew, Burke, and Enzerhof 
(PBE)   retains   the   correct   energetic   features   of   PW91   albeit   in   a   more   simplified, 
27











B3LYP = E xc
LSDA a0E x
HF − E x
LSDA  axE x














HF − E x
GGA
28
























varying  effects  of   the  tightly  bound core electrons  with a  smoothly­varying  effective 
potential.   Pseudo­potentials   are   constructed  with   a   feasible   number   of   plane  waves. 
Relativistic and spin­orbit effects can be built into the pseudo­potential by deriving them 
from a fully relativistic hamiltonian. Because core electrons are highly localized, scalar 
relativistic  pseudo­potential  basis  sets   retain  a  high degree of accuracy  and are more 
efficient for larger clusters and clusters containing heavy atoms. They are the optimal 

























valence orbitals  only since the shapes of the core orbitals  differ trivially.  Polarization 
functions ("P" or "*") can be added to handle the nonspherical charge distributions of 







































default  and  most  efficient  method for  deMon2k.  ADF has  a  similar  option   to  utilize 





approximation  of   the   energetics.  By   construction,   using  Kohn­Sham SCF   equations, 
deMon2k can not produce spin­orbit corrections. ADF on the other hand offers the Dirac 
formalism,   so   that   all   relativistic   effects   including   spin­orbit   are   accounted   for.  The 
geometries were re­optimized to validate the molecular structures, and as expected did 
not vary drastically from those optimized in deMon2k. The basis sets used in ADF were 







in   space   is   associated  with   the   same direction.  ADF sets  up   the  basis   for   spin­orbit 





Quantum   dot   calculations   were   carried   out   using   the  Gaussian   03   software 
package [24]. This study is unique from the others in that it tested different combinations 
of basis set and functional to determine the optimum computational route for accuracy 










Pople  group;  and  DGDZVP (DZ and valence  polarization   from  DGauss  developers). 
Also   tested  were   scalar­relativistic  pseudo­potentials:  LanL2MB  (minimal   basis)   and 











makes  Sb2O3  thin films  an attractive material candidate for optoelectronic devices and 
solar cell technology [29]. Recent research has elucidated its further potential as an anode 












to  higher   level   theory.  Finally  we  present   the   results   of  Sb2O3  and   in   particular   the 
properties which make this structure so stable. 
Theoretical studies of the size evolution of antimony oxide clusters are sparse in 
the   literature.   Pure   antimony   clusters   are   well­characterized   [34­36   and   references 
therein].   Density   functional   theory   (DFT)   was   used   to   investigate   the   crystalline 








slightly  older B88 and P86 gradient  corrections  to the LSDA. Their  basis  was a TZ­
LCAO mixed with a pseudo­potential  for a 36 electron frozen core in ADF (so STO 





Sb2: Methods R­ R0 AEA VDE(M­1) VDE(M+1) E­atom E0atom
PBE/DZVP (This work) 2.65 2.54 1.14 1.22 2.53 1.75 1.64
Other theories 2.65a 2.55a 0.94a 1.39b ­­­ 1.85a 1.59a
Experiment35 1 ­­­ 2.49 1.25 1.34 2.53 ­­­ 1.55
Experiment36 2 2.57 2.48 1.28 1.35 2.53 1.66 ­­­




SbO is   less  investigated than Sb2.  Fortunately our collaborators  at  Penn State, 
specifically Ujjwal Gupta, performed photoelectron spectroscopy with a 308 nm excimer 
laser   (4.03  eV detachment  energy)   to  obtain   the  spectra   shown  in  Figure  3.1.1.  The 
results for this experiment, this investigation, and another theoretical study by Reddy are 









SbO: Methods R­ R0 AEA VDE(M­1) VDE(M+1) E­atom E0atom
PBE/DZVP (This work) 1.94 1.88 1.60 1.66 4.30 2.60 2.25
Experiment (Penn State) ­­­ ­­­ 1.40 1.80 ­­­ ­­­ ­­­
Theory37 ­­­ 1.84 ­­­ ­­­ ­­­ ­­­ 2.70








the 90˚ bond angle  is  2B2.  The second,   linear   isomer is  a  2Σg+  state.  The geometrical 
parameters and relative energies are compared to the higher level ab initio method, spin­












SbO2: Methods State Erel (eV) R θ
DFT (This work) 2A1 0.0 1.89 123.56
2B2 0.16 1.92 89.60
2Σg+ 0.74 1.91 180.0
RCCSD(T)33 2A1 0.0 1.84 122.81
2B2 0.22 1.86 89.13
2Σg+ 0.87 1.86 180.0





are   shown   in   Figure   3.1.3.   The   results   for   the   energetics   of   the   SbO2  clusters   are 
summarized in Table 3.1.4. The only vertical detachment energy is for m+1 because the 







SbO2: Methods AEA VDE E­atom E0atom
GGA­DFT 3.13 3.20 3.53 2.71








parameters   are   given   in   Figure   3.1.5   and   Figure   3.1.6   for   the   neutral   and   anion, 
respectively, along with their relative energies to the ground state.
Figure 3.1.5: 1Sb2O3 neutral geometries. Underneath each is their energy relative to 




















The   ground   state   neutral   geometry   and   binding   energy   ([37]   didn't   report   anion 
optimization) agreed with the other theory. The VDE to ground state multiplicity was 
consistent with the PES. However, the AEA was not. 
Sb2O3: Methods R0 AEA VDE(M­1) VDE(M+1) E­atom E0atom
GGA­DFT (This work) 2.08 1.42 (2.37) 2.59 3.65 3.51 4.21
Experiment (Penn State) ­­­ 2.40 2.70 ­­­ ­­­ ­­
Other Theory37 2.03 ­­­ ­­­ ­­­ ­­­ 4.33
Table 3.1.5:   Sb­O bond length  R  (Å), adiabatic electron affinity AEA (eV) and in 
parentheses the difference in energy from the ground state anion to the first isomer 
















Antimony   oxides   present   the   opportunity   to   understand   the   composition­
dependence of properties which indicate electronic stability. Two parameters are major 
indicators  of a  cluster's  electronic  stability:   the optical  band gap and  the atomization 
energy Eatom. Even though the Kohn­Sham orbitals do not represent true single­particle 










state of neutral  SbO. Neutral SbO2  is also a doublet,  so while the addition of another 




























phase solvated   ion  clusters  are  model  systems  to  explore   intermolecular   reactions.  A 




experiment,   enables   study of   the   ensuing  electronic   transitions.  Solvation  studies   aid 
understanding of phenomena such as nucleation and atmospheric stoichiometry. 
Ammonia is the most widely­used and studied solvent other than water. Industrial 





at   Penn   State.   They   have   done   so   using   mass   spectrometry   and   thermodynamic 
measurements.  Gleim  et  al.  predicted  a  partial   covalent   interaction  between  Pb+  and 




Ammonia  is  a polar  molecule  due to  the relatively higher electronegativity  of 
nitrogen. When bonded to form ammonia, the nitrogen is partially negative whereas the 
hydrogens  are  partially  positive,   illustrated   in  Figure 3.2.1.  Due  to   this  separation  of 
charge, electrostatic forces are expected to chiefly contribute to intermolecular bonding 
with   another   polar   or   ionic  molecule.  On   the  other   hand,   the   lone   electron  pair   on 
nitrogen may become involved in covalent bonding with a neutral or open­shell atom or 
molecule. 

































demonstrate   the   importance   of   including   SO­corrections,   DFT   calculations   were 




upon   the   precursor   orbital   and   the   photoelectron's   kinetic   energy.   The   raw   and 
reconstructed photoelectron velocity map images, produced by Mohamed Sohby at Penn 
State,  are   shown  in Figure  3.2.2  and Figure  3.2.3   for  Bi  and Pb,   respectively.    The 
highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) of the anion species computed here are 
presented alongside the requisite VMI. For the atomic ions, detachment occurs from two 
orthogonal  p  orbitals. As illustrated in the computed HOMOs, these  p  orbitals seem to 
remain intact in the presence of one and two ammonias. If there is strong intermolecular 
interaction,   the   solvated   species   should   exhibit   PADs   which   are   inconsistent   with 
detachment from a p orbital. 
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consistent  with detachment from an atomic  p  orbital.  For  the ground state   transitions 
marked X, the PADs are perpendicular (  ~ ­1), which is expected for detachment withβ  
intermediate kinetic energy. The excited state transitions are all isotropic, favorable for p 
orbital   electrons   detaching  with   low   kinetic   energy.   This   indicates   that   the   solvent 







































X A M­1 M+1
3Bi­ 0.947
±0.01a
2.25 1.00 1.00 0.81 2.00 0.81
3Bi(NH3)­ 1.07 1.426 2.28 1.02 1.15 1.11 1.75 1.14
3Bi(NH3)2­ 1.15 1.542 2.30 1.03 1.33 1.17 1.92 1.32
3Bi(NH3)3­ 1.01 1.46 1.06 2.05 1.45
Bi(NH3)4­ 1.49 1.55 1.56 2.12 1.53
2Bi2­ 1.25 1.29 1.09 1.16 2.62
2Bi2(NH3)­ 1.37 1.51 1.21 1.44 2.57
2Bi2(NH3)2­ 1.34 1.64 1.19 1.57 2.72
2Bi2(NH3)3­ 1.38 1.64 1.21 1.57 2.75
4Pb­ 0.365
±0.008a
0.27 0.27 1.33 1.33 8.02
4Pb(NH3)­ 0.60 0.98 2.26 0.70 0.78 0.82 1.49 6.61
4Pb(NH3)2­ 1.00 2.31 0.68 0.93 0.73 1.64 6.10
4Pb(NH3)3­ 0.65 0.98 0.67 1.72 5.34
4Pb(NH3)4­ 0.75 1.06 0.79 1.81 4.93
2Pb2­ 1.366
±0.01b
1.37 1.42 1.63 2.21 1.79
2Pb2(NH3)­ 1.42 1.58 1.57 1.96 1.80
2Pb2(NH3)2­ 1.44 1.75 1.28 2.17 2.00















The same story unfolds with  the optimized  Pb geometries,  depicted   in  Figure 
3.2.5,   the  optimized  Bi  dimer  geometries,  Figure  3.2.6,   and   the  optimized  Pb  dimer 
geometries,   Figure   3.2.7.   For   both   isomers   and   ground   states,   the   same   indications 
described   for   the  Bi   atom   are   present.   This   leads   us   to   conclude   that   the   bonding 
mechanisms are consistent throughout for the anion and neutral clusters, respectively.
As   expected   with   solvation,   the   electron   binding   energy   (AKA   vertical 
detachment energy VDE in Table 3.2.1) increases with the number of solvent molecule. 
The PES spectra shown in Figure 3.2.8 for the Bi core with zero, one, and two ammonias 





Figure   3.2.4:   Geometries   for   low­lying   states   of  3Bi­(NH3)n  (anions,   left,   spin 












Figure   3.2.7:   Geometries   for   low­lying   states   of  2Pb­(NH3)n  (anions,   left)   and 




different   levels   of   solvation   (n=   1­2)   as   well   as   Pb2­(NH3)3.   The   spectra   are 





Quantum dots   (QDs)  are   revolutionizing  electronic   technology;   their  quantum 
confinement makes optical and transport properties size and spacing dependent and thus 
tunable.  They are naturally  semiconducting  devices  with a wide array of applications 
such as light­emitting diodes [49], quantum computers [50], and contrast agents [1]. The 
tunable   band   structure   and   relatively   low   production   cost   of   QDs  makes   them   an 
attractive candidate for third generation solar cell technology. Tin (Sn) is a Group IV 
semiconductor   [51]  with   such   a   potential   but   it   has   not   previously   been   evaluated. 
Determining   the   electronic   structure   of   Sn   QDs   is   necessary   for   making   accurate 
predictions about its behavior in the solar cell, designing the overall stack geometry and 
junction formation of the cell, as well as interpreting experimental data [52].   Here we 
explore   the  viability  of  Sn QDs as  building  blocks  for  solar  cell  materials  using   the 





technological  applications  and  to  develop  a  complete  understanding  of  physical  data. 
However, DFT results of heavy elements with accuracies reliable enough for technology 






The   benefits   of   finding   the   optimum  DFT   route   to   determine   Sn's  material 
properties are two­fold; the validated route will determine Sn’s viability in the proposed 
solar device and will further be utilized to determine the properties of clusters containing 
other   chemical   elements   beyond   the   third   row.  The   approximants   used   for   this 
investigation   were   H­   and   OH­   terminated   Si10,   Ge10,  and   Sn12  QDs.   Si   and   Ge 
experiments being well­established in the literature, those served as references to ensure 
reasonable   efficiency   of   the   route   before   using   it   on   to   the  more   computationally 
expensive Sn QD. A reasonable efficiency is considered to be hours or possibly days. A 
route   that   requires   months   of   computing   would   not   be   amenable   to   technology 
development. 
Computational routes were tested for both geometric structure optimizations and 
the   subsequent   single­point   energy   calculations   (opt//spE).   Each   route   consists   of   a 
choice of HF or a hybrid functional and a basis set to describe the MOs (routes specified 
with   the   notation:   functional/basis   set).   Less   accurate   functionals   such   as  HF  may 
accommodate   the   geometry   optimization   satisfactorily   and  much   faster,   but   a  more 




Hybrid   functionals   contain   terms   for   the   HF   exact   exchange   energy   with 
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) corrections to recover the correlation energy, 
or   the   difference   between   the   true   electronic   energy   and   the  HF­measured   energy. 













commensurate   fashion,   Becke's   1988   exchange   functional   corrects   the   HF­LSDA 
exchange term. The coefficients in front of each term have been fitted to experiment by 
Becke,   so   in   a   sense   the  B3LYP  and  B3PW91   functionals   are   semi­empirical.  The 
PBEPBE hybrid also has parameters, but those are derived from fourth­order perturbation 




























presented   in   Figure   3.3.1.   The   LanL2MB   and   CEP­4G   minimal   basis   sets   were 










Looking   at   the  Ge10H16  data,   again   the  HF   functional   paired  with  DGDZVP, 
LanL2DZ, and CEP­31G and CEP­121G were closest to the high­level reference value of 
the Ge­H bond length 1.542 A and the experimental value 1.5246 A [54]. The Ge­H bond 





Figure   3.3.2:   Ge­H   and   Ge­OH   bond   lengths   obtained   from   different   DFT 
computational routes.
70
For  β­Sn12H24  geometries,   the   HF   functional   with   LanL2DZ,   CEP­31G   and 
CEP­121G  delivered   the  most   accurate   Sn­H  bond   length  when   compared  with   the 
experimental value 1.701 A [56]. We were not able to conduct the high­level all­electron 















and   the  HL­gaps  and density  of   states  were  compared  with   the  high­level   reference 
computational   route   B3LYP/6­31G(d)//B3LYP/6­311+G(2d,p).   The   density   of   states 
maps are shown in Figure 3.3.4 for Si10H16, in Figure 3.3.5 for Ge10H16,  and in Figure 
3.3.6   for   Sn12H24.  Excited   state   calculations   are   required   for   further   experimental 
comparison and the time constraints of the program did not allow those to be undertaken. 
The most accurate route (opt//spE) in terms of these comparisons for the Si10H16 QD was 
found   to   be  B3LYP/CEP­4G//B3LYP/CEP­121G.  For   the  Ge10H16  QD,   the  optimum 
route contained   the same spE route and  the same functional   for  the opt   route as   for 





























In   this   thesis  we have presented  our   findings  on  three  classes  of  such systems,  pure 






Our studies on SbxOy  clusters  (x=1,2; y = 0­3) show that the stability  and the 
HOMO­LUMO gap can change dramatically with composition and size. Here Sb2 has the 
lowest atomization energy per atom while SbO has the lowest HOMO­LUMO gap. On 














the  most   accurate   results   as   compared   to   experiment   while   being   computationally 
affordable. Our main finding is that the B3LYP functional and the CEP basis sets are the 
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